EDITORIAL COMMENT

This issue of Mosquito News marks a completion of the first year in presenting an organ for dispensing interesting and useful mosquito lore. Many items of interest, which you may have read about or heard of elsewhere, have not been published for the simple reason that you have not taken the time or trouble to send the material to the Committee. This publication was created to provide a clearing-house and dispensing agent of information and must depend on your providing the material.

Your Publication Committee has investigated the possibility of selling advertising space to concerns interested in supplying mosquito control organizations. Some concerns, known to the Committee, have indicated their desire to purchase advertising space. We believe that after a year has passed, the publication is serving a need and in 1942 can use advertising to assist in publication costs. Perhaps you know or purchase from a concern that might be interested in calling attention to its products. Show them the issues of Volume I and have them write to the Committee for rates.